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Foreword

WWF

WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, 

by conserving the world’s biological diversity, ensuring the sustainable use of natural resources and by promoting the reduction of pollution and 

wasteful consumption.

It is therefore one of WWF’s priorities to work to build a climate-resilient low carbon future, safe from the threat of climate change. If we want 

to succeed in reaching our conservation goals, we need appropriate and supportive regulations, and we have to engage with the private sector.

Climate change with its direct and indirect impacts poses a fundamental threat to the global economy, to individual companies and to the finan-

cial sector. Banks will play a pivotal role in the transition to a low carbon economy. 

This report shows how banks can make a significant contribution towards decarbonization, going far beyond ‘business as usual’, in the interest 

of their shareholders and the planet as a whole.

HANS-PETER FRICKER

Chief Executive Officer, WWF Switzerland

Credit Suisse

There is little consensus in the international community on how to mitigate the risks of climate change and how to adapt to them. Extreme  

climate events are likely not only to have environmental and social implications, but are also likely to impact the global economy; if that is the 

case, this will be felt by our clients, investors, employees, and other stakeholders. However, the extent of the impact will depend on what mea-

sures, if any, the international community takes to address the risks, and on how quickly it takes them. This uncertainty creates, in turn, risks 

as well as certain opportunities for banks.

As a responsible corporate citizen, we are highly aware of the fact that our own actions may have direct and indirect impacts on the world around 

us. Against this backdrop, we believe it is not just our responsibility but in our own business interest to support measures against climate change 

and participate in the transition to a lower carbon economy. In this spirit, we explore in this publication the question of how banks might best 

adapt to, and what role they will have in facilitating, the transition to a future society that is much more resource-constrained – and particularly 

carbon-constrained – than the society of today.

In this exercise we have worked with the WWF network. By drawing on WWF’s global resources and perspectives, Credit Suisse is able  

to better understand current environmental trends, their market impacts, and by implication our clients’ needs.

This research explores new business opportunities, more effective risk management approaches, and potential avenues for collaboration  

with governments to ensure that the framework conditions are in favor of rapid decarbonization. We hope that you will find this study  

to be thought-provoking and that you think it might serve as a good starting point for further discussions on this important topic.

TOBIAS GULDIMANN

Chief Risk Officer and Chief Sustainability Officer, Credit Suisse
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Executive summary

Today, no bank can afford not having an overall strategy for how to position itself towards a shift to a low carbon economy. Climate 
change is expected to have a major impact on the economy. It represents both significant substantial risks in terms of an unknown 
carbon exposure in banks’ balance sheets, but also opportunities on a historical scale. The shift towards a low carbon economy  
is related to major investment needs: Total investment for decarbonization could amount to USD 700–850 bn or around 10%  
of global infrastructure investment per year, creating a potential revenue pool for banks of USD 25–30 bn by 2020.

Current investments in decarbonization are falling short of what would be required for the reductions needed to be consistent 
with a two degree limit to global warming. Although many financial, technical and structural barriers need to be addressed by 
governments and regulations, banks can make a significant contribution towards decarbonization beyond ‘business as usual’. 
There are four key opportunities for banks: 

1. Mobilizing new capital sources

2. Developing new regulatory risk products

3. Setting up distribution partnerships to develop energy efficiency markets

4. Seizing energy efficiency opportunities for banks’ real estate portfolios.

Banks will need to assess how to decide on possible actions towards decarbonization while trading off short-term priorities.  
As decarbonization is related to a number of uncertainties, a number of ‘no regret’ moves can be identified, which should go 
along with the careful assessment of longer term actions in light of an institution’s strategic priorities: ‘No regret’ moves would 
include improving current risk assessment and managing reputational risk more effectively as well as mobilizing new capital 
through increased placement with investors and capturing energy efficiency opportunities in banks’ investment portfolio.  
Other areas – such as mobilizing new capital for low carbon sectors through securitization or building new distribution models and 
new risk products – may be seen as longer term options. 

Since opportunities and risks will not be the same for all banks, a comprehensive assessment should take into account the bank’s 
business model and its appetite to play a leadership role in the space of decarbonization.

By capturing new business opportunities, managing risk more effectively and working with governments to ensure that  
the framework conditions are in favor of rapid decarbonization, banks can actively support and prepare themselves for the shift 
to a low carbon economy.
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Introduction

This report is the result of a joint effort between WWF and Credit Suisse to assess the implications for banks of the transition  
to a low carbon economy and the role that banks can play in the context of decarbonization. The report is structured around three 
sections. 

 Ƒ Decarbonization is necessary and represents a major but manageable effort for the world economy
 Ƒ Current decarbonization efforts are falling short due to a number of barriers and uncertainties
 Ƒ Banks can support decarbonization in several ways by moving to action and taking a number of concrete measures
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I. Decarbonization is necessary and represents a major  
 but manageable effort for the world economy 

Limiting the carbon emissions responsible for climate change 
and adapting to unavoidable climate change is a major under-
taking that will require sustained investments in mitigation and 
adaptation efforts over the next decades. It represents a major 
new business opportunity but also holds significant risk.

 Ƒ The climate is already changing. Both CO2 concentrations 
and temperatures have increased significantly over the past 
100 years and this is already having important and measurab-
le consequences. The effects of climate change can be seen 
on water and food supplies, and have resulted  

1 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, Nicholas Stern, 2006.
2 Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool. See 

also Exhibit 2. This and any following estimations in this report have been 
made to illustrate the extent of required involvement of financing institutions 
in the decarbonization process, and should not be considered as scientifically-

in damage to ecosystems, and social destabilization through 
forced migrations – all leading to loss of GDP (Exhibit 1 
shows the potential impact of climate change as result of 
warming). Leading analysts such as Nicholas Stern estimate 
that, unmitigated, climate change would reduce global GDP 
by as much as 5–20%1.

 Ƒ Investment flows of at least USD 700–850 billion2 per 
annum will be required over the next decade to limit war-
ming to 2°C and to adapt to the effects of changes that 
cannot be avoided. 

proven data. According to the WWF Energy Report at least EUR 1 trillion  
of investments per year would be needed going up to EUR 3.5 trillion/year 
over the next 25 years. At the same time these measures would safe costs of 
up to EUR 4 trillion/year compared to business as usual. Source: The Energy 
Report – 100% renewable energy by 2050, WWF/Ecofys/OMA, 2011.

Source: Stern Review; IPCC, 4 th Assessment Report, Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report.

Exhibit 1: Further climate change is likely to increase risks to society

Temperature above preindustrial levels Scenario A1B IPCC AR4 worst case scenarios

1°C 2°C 3°C 4°C 5°C

2. Water
Changes in water availability, 
threatening up to a billion people

Threat to local water 
supply as glaciers melt

Major cities around the world 
threatened by sea-level rise 

4. Ecosystem
Many more species face 
extinction

Ecosystems 
extensively and 
irreversibly damaged

5. Social

More than a billion people may have to migrate – increasing the risk of conflicts

6. GDP

Loss of up to 20% of global GDPLoss of GDP in developing countries

3. Food

Falling yields in many developed regionsFalling crop yields in many developing regions

1. Weather

More intense storms, forest fires, droughts, flooding, and heat waves
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 – Governments agreed in Cancun to limit temperature 
growth to 2°C above pre-industrial levels (the ‘2°C 
pathway’3) as opposed to allowing temperature growth of 
up to 5°C or more, as anticipated if nothing were done to 
limit carbon emissions (‘business as usual’). This implies 
reducing carbon emissions by an estimated 24% (or 14 
Gt) in 2020 relative to current trends. Action needs to be 
taken rapidly since recent emission trends suggest that 
carbon reductions lag well behind what is required over 
the coming 10 years: between 2000–2010 improve-
ments in carbon productivity (USD GDP per metric ton  
of carbon) were less than 1% per year. They need  
to accelerate to 6% per annum over the next decade4.

 – The majority of the financial effort will initially have to go 
to mitigation, where at least USD 650–700 billion  
of capital investment will be required each year between 
2010 and 20205 (Exhibit 2).

3 Limiting global warming to 2°C over pre-industrial levels has been agreed 
to as a goal in the Cancun climate negotiations. There is a lot of uncertainty 
around what emission pathway can limit warming to 2°C and there is also 
increasing evidence that warming might need to be limited to less than 1.5°C 
to avoid catastrophic climate change. The pathway used here is a 450ppm 
CO2 pathway with overshoot (i.e., emission concentrations will exceed 
450ppm  CO2 before stabilising at this level in the long run), and has a 50% 
probability of limiting warming to 2°C. It requires reducing emissions to 44 Gt 
by 2020 and should be seen as the minimum that needs to be done to have 
a reasonable chance of limiting warming to 2°C. Figures from the WWF sug-
gest that a lower emission figure of 36 Gt might be more appropriate – this 

%3%4%6%7%9%61%71 %2%5 4%24% 1%

3%

2%

14%

23%

2%

14%

41%

Exhibit 2: Annual investment required to achieve 2°C pathway is USD 650–700 bn, and by some estimate
up to USD 2,100 bn p.a.

Source: Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool. Any conclusions are the sole responsibility of Credit Suisse/WWF.

USD Bn, average per annum 2011–2020 to reach 14 Gt of abatement

Note: Cement and Deforestation have been taken out
1) Represents total Capex
2) No breakdown on country level available

1–5 Bn Less than 1 Bn

Nations

United 
States

47

10

21

35

3

0

116

EU 27

44

9

17

36

2

0

109

Africa 
and 
Middle 
East

21

7

4

12

3

2

62

Rest of 
developing 
Asia

22

3

4

3

2

11

45

India

20

6

4

6

0

1

37

Japan

14

4

5

4

0

0

27

Rest of 
OECD 
Pacific

12

2

3

6

1

0

23

Russia 
and 
Eastern 
Europe

12

6

5

9

2

0

34

Canada

5

1

2

4

1

0

12

Latin 
America

10

5

6

5

2

2

30

China

65

41

22

34

1

163

1

Rest of 
OECD 
Europe

3

2

1

2

0

0

8

Power1) 

Industry

Transport
road

Buildings

Waste

Forestry

Total

Percent

Transport 
Air and 
Sea2)

12

Total

275

96

94

156

16

17

12

Percent

650–700

Some estimates suggest up 
to USD 2,100 bn p.a. of 
investment requirement

More than 5 Bn

 Ƒ The majority of the required capital investment is likely 
to be concentrated in low carbon energy, energy effici-
ency, and low carbon transport infrastructure. Low 
carbon energy is primarily linked to investment in rene-
wables, electricity infrastructure like grids and trans-
mission and storage. Energy efficiency includes invest-
ment in the housing stock – both new and existing, 
residential and commercial – and in industrial energy 
efficiency. Low carbon transport infrastructure inclu-
des investment in issues like electric vehicles and the 
supporting charging infrastructure as well as vehicle 
energy efficiency improvements.

 Ƒ The opportunity will also be concentrated in a few 
geographies: China, the US and the EU27 represent 
nearly 60% of the mitigation cost6.

would require reductions of 22 Gt instead of 14 Gt and increase investment 
requirements accordingly.

4 Carbon productivity has increased by only 8% between 2000–2010 or by 
less than 1% per year from 2.1 USD billion/Mt of CO2 to 2.2 USD billion/Mt. 
Between 2010–2020 carbon productivity needs to be improved by at least 
75% or 6% per annum if emissions are to be reduced to 44 Gt. Source: IEA, 
Global Insight.

5 Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool/
McKinsey Abatement Cost Curve v.21. Some analysts quote much higher 
numbers, e.g., up to US$ 2,100 billion (Ecofys).

6 Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool.
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 – In addition to mitigation, investment will be required  
to adapt to the effects of climate change that cannot be 
avoided. There is much uncertainty regarding the total 
investment need given the unknown changes to the cli-
mate, but a range of estimates suggest financing requi-
rements of around USD 50–150 billion per annum7. 
These numbers assume that the mitigation effort goes 
ahead as described above. In reality, the adaptation  
effort will be inversely correlated to actual mitigation 
investment – less mitigation investment will result in more 
significant change in the climate and thus lead to a higher 
cost for adaptation. 

 Ƒ Although significant in absolute terms, the investment men-
tioned above needs to be viewed relative to the cost that 
could arise from damages caused by unabated climate 
change. Investment in mitigation can further be viewed 
through the lens of major potential business opportunities. 

 – On one hand, USD 700–850 billion is high, especially 
compared to what some industries invest annually.  
For instance, this level is equivalent to twice today’s 
annual global oil and gas exploration and production 
investment.

2,500

400

Exhibit 3: Investment needs for mitigation are significant compared to current global investment flows 

Source: Barclays Capital E&P Spending Survey (Dec 2010 release); Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve v2.1; BMI; Global Insight; Infra Development Initiative Team; Euroconstruct; IMF; 
Global Bank Explorer; Credit Suisse/WWF analysis.

750–850
(550–650)

World GDP1)Total infrastructure 
investment1)

New loans per year
(Estimate)

58,000

7,000

6,000-7,000

Total private sector 
Capex (top 10,000 
companies)

Exploration and 
Production Spending,
Oil&Gas

USD Bn

1) 2010–14 includes transport, utilities, social and public infrastructure and real estate

Annual sector sizes, 2009

Comparison: total investment needed as 
percentage of total/ 
Incremental investment needed as 
percentage of total

Required yearly investments for 2°C 
pathway estimate is ~650–700 
(450–500 bn incremental) 
plus USD 100–150 bn for adaptation

X%/
X%

32%/
25%

11%/
9%

12%/
10%

1%/
<1%

200%/
160%

 –  On the other hand, this amount is ‘only’ 10% of current 
global infrastructure investment. It represents just over 
1% of global GDP versus the cost of inaction mentioned 
above, estimated at 5–20% of global GDP (Exhibit 3).

 – These investments can also represent major opportunities 
to develop entire new industries.

 Ƒ Climate change will also create significant new types of risk 
for banks and the companies they do business with.  
The most obvious will have to do with the increased occur-
rence and severity of weather-related events that could, for 
example, disrupt supply chains or increase flooding in areas 
of industrial activity. Government regulation will create risk 
for the business models of companies in high carbon sec-
tors of the economy. New technologies that are stimulated 
by investment in mitigation have the potential to disrupt 
existing value chains, whether that is solar in the power 
sector or electric vehicles in the automotive industry. 

 Ƒ  Lastly, different sectors and industries will be linked in new 
ways, creating new demands on existing infrastructure.  
For example, electric vehicles will link the transport and 
power sectors. 

7 Range estimated based on adaptation estimates summarised in “The Cost  
of Adaptation”, Samuel Fankhauser, 2009.
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II. Current decarbonization efforts are falling short due  
 to a number of barriers and uncertainties 

Today’s economic structures are based on low cost availability 
of fossil fuel. Externalities resulting from this structure are only 
gradually being internalized and priced, and efficient resource 
use is not attractive in a world that overemphasizes cheap 
access to finite fossil fuels. To overcome this systematic failure 
and allow a decarbonization, government intervention will be 
key in reversing the current framework conditions.

Investments in decarbonization are largely driven or influenced 
– directly or indirectly – by government action. However, the 
level of government incentives, as well as a number of finan-
cial, technical and structural barriers, mean that current invest-
ment levels are falling short of what would be required to limit 
temperature growth to 2°C. These barriers apply differently  
to different areas of the low carbon economy.

 Ƒ Recent growth in low carbon investment is directly linked  
to government intervention, and still falls short of what  
is needed. 

 – Investments in decarbonization have been growing stea-
dily over the past few years to reach an estimated  
USD 450–500 billion8 annually in 2010.

 – The majority of this can be directly linked to regulatory 
intervention and government incentives. Seventy-eight 
per cent (or USD 189 billion9) of the estimated invest-
ments in low carbon energy are linked to wind and solar 
which – with a few exceptions – in today’s energy mar-
kets and given technology development cycles are only 
economically viable with incentives such as feed-in tariffs 
or tax credits.

 – Despite growth, this leaves about at least half of the 
required investment unfulfilled, creating an even larger 
gap in subsequent years if the investment level continues 
to lag behind the USD 700–850 billion annual target  
(A USD 300–400 billion gap in investment flow this year 
will have to be compensated for in subsequent years’ 
investment flows). 

8 The Pew Charitable Trust, “Who is winning the clean energy race”/Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance (BNEF) and HSBC, “Sizing the Climate Economy”; 
BNEF for clean energy investment. HSBC used to extrapolate energy effi-
ciency investment.

9 The Pew Charitable Trust, “Who is winning the clean energy race”/BNEF. 
Wind and solar investment estimated at USD 189 billion out of total USD 243 
billion for clean energy.

 Ƒ Where regulatory mechanisms do not (yet) exist and exter-
nalities like carbon emissions do not represent a cost,  
a range of financial, technical and structural barriers10 may 
inhibit investment at the scale required. 

 – Financial barriers: The economics of low carbon pro-
jects are often less attractive than those of their high 
carbon alternatives. One major reason is that the carbon 
externality is not yet adequately priced in many geogra-
phies, and there continue to be significant fossil fuel 
subsidies (estimated at USD 300 billion11 globally). Low 
carbon projects are also often capital intensive, less 
attractive or have less predictable revenue streams 
(where revenues are not supported, e.g., through feed-in 
tariffs and where coal use does not need to meet carbon 
costs), as well as higher technology and financing risks. 

 – Technical barriers: Some low carbon technologies, like 
offshore wind at greater sea depths or marine power 
generation, are still immature and in the early stages  
of their development, which can in itself be a barrier. This 
is compounded by low levels of understanding, aware-
ness and acceptance of low carbon technologies amongst 
the population. This is especially true in the domain of 
energy efficiency. Many home or business owners are 
simply not aware of the energy efficiency opportunity and 
do not understand the technical solutions available  
to them, let alone the financial benefits these can bring. 
Partly, energy costs only represent a minor cost compo-
nent for most businesses and individuals, and prices still 
do not represent the full costs, hence it is not an issue of 
prime concern. In some cases, low carbon solutions can 
also be perceived as inferior to the high carbon alternative 
– many complain about the quality of light of energy 
efficient light bulbs. Finally, assessing and pricing techno-
logy performance risk correctly is often a challenge, given 
that limited data exists on many of these emerging 
technologies.

10 Other barriers include organizational (e.g., management attention, incentives, 
ability to identify cross-sector business cases such as energy efficiency,  
and new risks), behavioral (e.g., changing consumption attitudes, risk per-
ception) or geopolitical barriers (e.g., lack of international climate agreement  
and conflict between developed and emerging markets), which have not been 
assessed further in the context of this document.

11 IEA, OECD and World Bank, “The scope of fossil fuel subsidies in 2009  
and a roadmap for phasing out fossil fuel subsidies”, 2010.
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 – Structural barriers: There are multiple structural barri-
ers that prevent low carbon investment: 
 Ƒ Network effects can act as a powerful barrier to the 

development of some of the most promising low car-
bon technologies where adoption of technologies 
relies on a critical, minimum size of a related infra-
structure. An example would be electric vehicles: 
consumers will not buy electric cars unless there are 
workable and available charging solutions, but no pri-
vate investor will build a charging network unless there 
is sufficient demand from electric vehicle users. These 
mutual lock-in situations are a widespread obstacle  
to bringing systemic shifts about. 

 Ƒ Fragmentation and transaction costs: Opportunities 
that are small and fragmented when taken in isolation 
can lead to prohibitive transaction costs. This is a par-
ticular issue for energy efficiency in the residential  
or the small and medium enterprises (SME) sector 
where the savings on energy bills can be small relative 
to the overall cost base of a company or an individual 

Low carbon energy Energy efficiency Low  carbon trans-
port infrastructure

Exhibit 4: Overview of barriers and potential areas of revenue for banks 
 

High barriers 
Medium barriers
Low barriers

Source: Credit Suisse/WWF expert interviews.

1 Financial 

2 Technical/
capability 

3 Structural 

Financial barriers are 
key, banks can play 
role in mobilizing 
capital 

Large investment 
needs, banks can 
play role in 
mobilizing capital

Structural barriers are
key, banks can work with 
technical providers and 
educate the public

Revenues (where unsubsidized)

Higher capital intensity

O&M costs

Immaturity

Risk

Awareness and education

Network effects

Inability to price risk

Fragmentation and transactional costs

Agency problems

Technical solution

Status quo bias

household and where the transaction costs to assess 
and implement the opportunity can be high in relation. 

 Ƒ Agency problems often arise when the party making 
the low carbon investment is under existing structures 
often not the one which will benefit from the savings. 
This is true for rented properties where the owner 
needs to pay for energy efficiency upgrades, but the 
tenant benefits from the savings.

 Ƒ Status quo bias refers to the fact that in most places 
there is a strong bias towards maintaining the status 
quo instead of making changes. Strengthened inertia 
against change is exacerbated in lock-in effects: con-
tinued investments in existing structures do not make 
it easier to transfer to adjusted incentive structures  
of fully internalized costs.

 Ƒ These barriers apply to different degrees to the key sectors 
of the low carbon economy (Exhibit 4).
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12 The Energy Report – 100% renewable energy by 2050, WWF/Ecofys/OMA, 
2011. 100% renewable energy supply is technically feasible – the barriers are 
mainly political, financial and behavioral. 

13 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/tackling/green_deal/green_deal.aspx

 – Low carbon energy primarily suffers from financial bar-
riers. High capital intensity and low utilization of assets, 
continued subsidies of fossil fuels in some countries, and 
the lack of carbon pricing in most countries outside of the 
EU and Australia tend to make renewables more expen-
sive than coal and gas12. Carbon pricing and feed-in 
tariffs are critical to creating a level playing field by shiel-
ding promising, but not-yet-competitive technologies  
in niches against competition from established technolo-
gies. Where this has occurred (e.g., in Europe and 
China), investment at scale has taken place. Some of the 
newer, less mature technologies like offshore wind and 
CSP (concentrated solar power) can only attract a limited 
pool of investors with a higher technological risk appetite 
and present specific challenges, such as pricing of risk. 

 – Energy efficiency suffers from technical and structural 
barriers. In some instances government intervention  
is required to overcome the barriers. For example, regu-
lation in the form of standards has been used to drive 
improvements in fuel efficiency of cars and in energy 
efficiency of buildings. Governments are also trying  
to overcome agency and financing challenges, for examp-
le through the ‘Green Deal’13 in the UK where loans can 
be repaid through charges on the electricity bill. This 
means that future owners will pay for the improvements 
even if the owner moves house. 

 – Low carbon transport infrastructure namely high 
speed rail, public transport and electric vehicles are gene-
rally capital intensive and in many cases rely on govern-
ment support to be viable. Network effects are also an 
important barrier, especially for electric vehicles, as men-
tioned above.
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III. Banks can support decarbonisation in several ways

Accelerating the investment effort in decarbonization and lifting 
the barriers mentioned above will require a number of stake-
holders to act. As we have seen, governments and regulators 
have an essential role to play. Within the private sector, banks 
can play a role that fits well with their core mission and operat-
ing model – creating new business opportunities for them-
selves, better managing their own risk and being a positive 
force for change in the public and regulatory debate around 
decarbonization.

New business opportunities 

The investment figures mentioned above point to a major busi-
ness opportunity for the economy, and thus to banks as one  
of the primary financing and intermediation instruments of the 
economy. 

The banking revenue pool directly linked to the decarbonization 
opportunity is expected to grow from USD 4-7 billion in 2010 
to USD 25-30 billion by 2020, assuming low carbon invest-
ments grow to the levels required for a 2°C pathway (Exhibits 
5 and 6)14. These numbers are material for banks. They com-
pare to the total revenues that the banking industry has gener-
ated from mergers and acquisitions last year and suggest that 
banks should assess how to best capture climate related  
revenue opportunities. 
 
There are a number of areas where banks can make a signifi-
cant contribution towards decarbonization beyond ‘business  
as usual’. We see four key opportunities: 

1. Mobilizing new capital sources
2. New regulatory risk products
3. Distribution partnerships to develop energy  

efficiency markets
4. Energy efficiency opportunities for banks’ real  

estate investment portfolios. 

14  Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool.

Breakdown of revenue pools in 2020
Percent 

Banking revenue pools1)

USD Bn

Exhibit 5: Investment flows related to climate change could potentially create significant banking 
revenue pools

Source: Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool; Accenture/Barclays; BNEF.

+18% p.a.

2020

25-30

2015

14-17

2010

4-7

7

42

22

Other

6

Carbon
trading

Energy
efficiency
financing

Low carbon
transport infrastructure

financing

23

Low
carbon
energy
financing

1) Excludes indirect effects; estimates likely to underestimate actual revenue pools

2°C pathway

Breakdown of revenues (assuming investment levers in line with 2°C pathway)
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Of course, there could be unintended consequences for many 
of these products, e.g., the use of financing by high carbon 
emitters, against which some precautions would need to be 
taken. 

1. Mobilizing new capital sources 

Banks could use their knowledge and access to the buy-side 
to help mobilize more capital by intermediating potential inves-
tors and projects via structuring direct placements, creating 
new types of project bonds to tap the capital markets and 
launching a new type of securitization product that would help 
solve some of the fragmentation issues mentioned above.

 Ƒ Direct placement: Banks can advise, structure and place 
deals directly with institutional and private investors who are 
increasingly interested in investing directly into green pro-
jects. At present, governmental activities such as feed-in 
tariffs or tax credits are still needed to attract investors loo-
king for long maturities and steady, inflation linked cash 
flows. A bank can initially take a loan or equity on its own 
balance sheet or place it immediately with an investor. A few 
deals have already been completed, e.g., a Pension 
Denmark investment in an offshore wind farm, and there 
seems to be real appetite from a range of investors – espe-
cially pension funds and a number of sovereign wealth 

funds, as well as high net worth individuals. Historically, 
institutional investors have invested indirectly through infra-
structure or private equity funds. However, there is increa-
singly a trend of direct placement, e.g., of debt via banks  
or equity through direct participation. Direct placement 
could also involve other players such as industry players, 
insurance companies or government agencies, as appropri-
ate for the relevant developments. Alongside the effect  
of helping make the bond investments more attractive  
as a vehicle the risk profile of the issuing entity itself  
is a barrier cited by investors as preventing institutional 
investors from engaging. 

 Ƒ Project bonds: Banks can mobilize finance from capital 
markets by helping to re-vitalize the project bond market, 
which had been extensively used in the past to finance inf-
rastructure projects, but collapsed during the financial crisis. 
The main challenge to the development of this market is the 
disappearance of insurance coverage for project bonds 
(historically provided through so-called monoline insurers).  
To solve this, banks could work with governments and insu-
rers to create new insurance or risk sharing mechanisms 
similar to the one being looked at by the European 
Commission (the “Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative”), 
which is aimed at mobilizing capital from project bond mar-
kets for infrastructure projects, though there is no link  
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Exhibit 6: Indicative estimates of the financing opportunities for banks under a 2°C pathway   

Source: Credit Suisse/WWF analysis based on McKinsey’s Climate Desk tool; Accenture/Barclays; BNEF.

Sector Category Assumptions
Revenue pool 2020 estimate
USD Bn

Project finance, 80% available for banks
Margin of 1–2%
Volume of USD 30 Bn

25–30

1.8–2.0

0.2–0.4

0.4–0.6

0.8–1.0

6.0–6.5

3.5–4.0

0.3–0.5

2.0–3.0

10.0–12.0

Cars/Electric 
Vehicles

Project finance, 30% of volume available for banks as 
debt, 12% as bonds, 10% as equity
Margin of 1–2% on volume of USD 40 Bn

Transport 
EV

Energy 
Efficiency

Renovations/replacements
Project finance, split on loans/bonds with margin of 1–2%
Equity finance margin of 2% on volume of USD 200 Bn

Buildings

Waste
Waste

Afforestation Project finance, 80% available for banks
Margin of 1–2%
Volume of USD 17 Bn

Forestry

Agriculture Small projects, microfinance, etc
Margin of 1–2%
Volume of USD 7 Bn

Agriculture

Trading 
commodities

Total trading volume of ~ USD 700 Bn
25–50% through banks
Margin of 0.5–1%

Carbon 
trading

Project finance, 30% of volume available for banks as debt, 12% 
as bonds, 10% as equity
Margin of 1–2% on volume of USD 100 Bn

Industry
Energy 
Efficiency

Low-carbon 
power

Project finance, 30% of volume available for banks as debt, 12% 
as bonds, 10% as equity
Margin of 1–2% on volume of USD 280 Bn

Power

Infrastructure Project finance, margin of 0.5-1% of the available loans
Volume of USD 100 Bn, margin 1–2%

Total

Transport 
infra-
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15 http://www.eib.org/about/news/key-role-for-the-eib-in-europe-2020- 
project-bond-initiative.htm

16 To ensure that these instruments support rapid decarbonization, there  
is a need to set up standards and certification schemes to provide assurance 
for investors about the environmental integrity of these instruments.

17 Bundling and tranching allow tailor made risk profiles. However, given the 
analogies to the constructions for subprime mortgages, aspects of trans-
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to decarbonization15. In this example, European Project 
Bonds would create a risk-sharing mechanism with the EIB 
(European Investment Bank). This would follow a classic 
project bond concept, based on the idea of ‘tranching’ the 
debt, i.e., sub-dividing the debt into several layers of diffe-
rent seniority, which defines how likely it is that the lenders 
will be paid back in the case of default. The senior portion 
of the debt would be turned into a project bond. There  
is typically large demand for senior debt among institutional 
investors so most of this debt would be placed with those. 
A (smaller) subordinated debt obligation would be insured  
or guaranteed by the EIB16. 

 Ƒ ‘Securitization 2.0’: Many low carbon investments are 
relatively small and are therefore unsuitable for placement 
with institutional investors – the minimum size of a bond 
issue is estimated to be around USD 200–300 million, 
which might be appropriate for a large offshore wind farm 
but is a multiple of most solar or energy efficiency measures 
(Exhibit 7). Using securitization techniques, banks could 
aggregate large portfolios of small low carbon installations 

and create new securities17 – such as solar backed securi-
ties. They could use two approaches for this:

 – A lease-based approach where the bank owns or uses 
the installation as collateral, and the user of the asset, 
e.g., the solar PV installation, commits to paying a regular 
lease payment. The credit worthiness of this lending deci-
sion can be assessed based on the customer credit rating 
and as a result, bundling and tranching is relatively 
straightforward, similar to other consumer credit.

 – The second, more innovative option is to use the reve-
nues generated by the solar panel as collateral, either 
from feed-in tariffs or power purchase agreements 
(PPA). These can similarly be aggregated, tranched and 
securitized. The key risks for a feed-in tariff are the actual 
electricity production of the panel (risks are around pro-
duct quality and availability of solar resource) and regula-
tory risks (for the feed-in tariff). In the case of a PPA, the 
additional risk includes the counterparty risk of the party 
providing the PPA18. 

161024515464
118127

Exhibit 7: The solar PV market is very fragmented – example California  

1) Only considering CSI data (133 MW out of 158 MW total CA installation) and not correcting for the offset in time of completing incentive program instead  
of completing installation

1.1 >2.0–1.0 0.8–1.10.5–0.80.3–0.50.2–0.340–10020–4010–20

576

5–10

2,755

3–5

3,065

< 3

1,482

Source: California Solar Initiative; Credit Suisse/WWF analysis.

Segment

No. of  
installations 
per segment1)

Total capacity 
(MW)

Large commercialSmall commercialResidential Utility

169821 05203,7

4219 8343

MWMWkWkW

No. of 
installations 
per 
subsegment

< 5–25 25–250 250–750 750->2,500

Value per unit 
installed, 
USD’000

parency and of valuating assets remain challenging for a potential upcom-
ing new market, where an increasing demand would spawn the creation 
of new derivatives. This is especially important where risks are difficult  
or impossible to price.

18 Both PPAs and feed-in tariffs require long-term commitment and price stabil-
ity from purchasers and governments.
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The technology to deliver these solutions exists. Banks can 
build on their existing structuring capabilities, investor net-
works, and industry expertise to focus on building innovative 
product solutions that meet capital market and institutional 
investor needs. 
 
Key open questions relate to what volumes of low carbon 
assets can obtain investment grade ratings and how to man-
age placement of sub-investment grade assets. In some 
instances, governments are looking at options to provide guar-
antees, e.g., the DOE loan guarantee program in the US,  
or to create investment structures that improve the risk profile 
for commercial investors, e.g., the UK’s Green Investment 
Bank. For any of those government interventions, two ques-
tions remain: what is the likely scale of the intervention and 
how will the bank ensure that any government mechanism 
does not attract purely the ‘bad apples’. Similarly, renewable 
projects can have complex financing structures, which could 
make it more difficult to assess risks and create securities that 
are easy to rate and market. 

2. New regulatory risk products

Climate investments face a number of risks that are different 
from their high carbon alternatives, and for some of them, 
there are limited hedging instruments available. 

One area that could be of interest are regulatory hedging 
products – many climate related investments rely on regulatory 
support mechanisms such as feed-in tariffs. Following recent 
changes in regulation such as retroactive changes to tariffs  
in Spain, investors are increasingly nervous about similar 
schemes in other countries.

Banks could assess the viability of new regulatory hedging 
mechanisms, e.g., a bond structured similarly to a cat bond, 
whose coupon or principal would be linked to a regulatory event. 

However, there are several challenges and risks for such 
instruments compared to more traditional hedging products:

 Ƒ Very different types of risk need to be priced, which makes 
pricing a challenge: potential outcomes of regulation need 
to be defined and their potential impact evaluated, after 
which the likelihood of each outcome needs to be assessed 

 Ƒ The timing of the events are highly uncertain as laws will  
be sensitive to political swings and swings in public opinion 
while certain legal constructions are more open to arbitrary 
policy intervention than others 

 Ƒ The premium will likely be significant because risks are very 
high in these products, which means that demand is very 
uncertain (i.e., while there is an obvious buyer for the down-
side protection of regulatory changes, it is less clear who 
the seller would be)

 Ƒ Unintended consequences could include the use of pro-
ducts by heavy emitters, as it is likely to be easier to create 
products for heavy emitters, e.g., linked to carbon pricing. 
Products would need to be safeguarded against counter-
productive use. 

In conclusion, while there could be an attractive opportunity  
it will be necessary to assess the costs of each product, the 
ability to structure it, the potential investor demand and poten-
tial negative side effects of speculation and of the appearance 
of interference with the political process. 

3. Distribution partnerships to develop energy   
efficiency markets

Energy efficiency is a large opportunity, typically with good 
returns, but is often not captured because potential investors 
lack awareness, technical expertise, and access to financing.

Banks could help unlock this opportunity by building a distribu-
tion approach with a technical partner who would provide both 
the technical and financing solution using an energy savings 
performance contract. Banks would need to build up collabora-
tions with technical partners, build a good understanding of the 
in-house opportunities and create the tailored financing solu-
tions. Energy services companies (ESCOs) in the US and joint 
ventures like the Siemens Financial Services/Carbon Trust 
collaboration in the UK are examples for such collaborations 
(Exhibit 8). These products would not need to be limited  
to industrial or commercial energy efficiency but could also 
include logistics operators with large fleets, e.g., shipping, 
rolling stock, trucks, cars, where tailored lending products 
could be combined with the technical solution to generate the 
efficiency savings. 
 
Together, banks and partners would need to develop new 
product solutions that combine technical advice, the delivery of 
energy efficiency solutions and standardized financing solu-
tions, possibly supported by performance guarantees. Banks 
would also need to build up sufficient technical expertise in the 
relevant areas to be able to identify the right partners, price the 
financing offer competitively and assess the lending risks.

4. Energy efficiency opportunities in banks’ real estate  
 investment portfolio 

Banks hold and manage significant investments on behalf  
of investors in real estate funds, which can represent signifi-
cant energy efficiency opportunities (i.e., up to 10–20% 
through low levels of operational measures and a further sav-
ings of 10% through investment in areas such as insulation  
or heat generation). 

Banks currently do not always capture these opportunities that 
improve both the value of the assets and reduce carbon emis-
sions. The reason is linked to the lack of data on actual energy 
consumption (sits with facility managers) and misaligned 
incentives (facility managers are paid as a percentage of oper-
ating expenses).
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Banks could capture these opportunities by:

 Ƒ Systematically mapping the energy efficiency of their pro-
perty portfolio

 Ƒ Developing an understanding of life-cycle intervention 
options in buildings and required efficiency levels in future

 Ƒ Systematically analyzing the value of the energy efficiency 
opportunity

 Ƒ Using a programmatic approach to deliver energy efficiency 
savings

 Ƒ Structuring funds/incentives on facility management con-
tracts to avoid adverse incentives (in particular avoiding 
payment as percentage of operating costs, which gives 
facility managers no incentive to reduce energy consumpti-
on since they would in effect reduce their own fees).

Better managing their own risks 

The decarbonization of the economy offers new business 
opportunities for banks, and it also generates new risks.  
Simply by better managing these risks, banks can support 
decarbonization.  A move to a low carbon economy may gener-
ate two types of risk: risk to banks’ lending and investment 
portfolios and reputational risk associated with doing business 
in sectors with high carbon emissions. Regarding portfolio risk, 
an analysis based on a study of the Carbon Trust suggests that 
different industries could be seriously affected by regulation  
or pricing of carbon emissions (Exhibit 9). 

19  “Climate Change - a business revolution”, Carbon Trust, 2008.
20   “Australian Carbon Price”, Deutsche Bank, 2011.

Industries accounting for between 10–30% of global stock 
market value could be at risk of significant changes in value 
once there is global pricing or regulation of carbon emissions19. 
A recent Deutsche Bank study that assessed the impact  
of carbon pricing in Australia estimated that companies could 
see a reduction of up to 20% in profitability20. Clearly, this 
could impact the quality of loans made to such companies  
as well as equity investments that the bank might hold  
on behalf of investors. To date, the impact of climate-related 
regulation on banks’ balance sheets is still not well understood 
and more research would be required to identify the magnitude 
of the potential impact. 
 
Improving understanding and management  
of climate-related risks 

Banks do not systematically price climate related risks in their 
day-to-day decision making. While most analysts take into 
account carbon prices in geographies where they already exist, 
this appears to be done by individuals based on their best 
estimates, rather than by taking into account a central view  
of the bank on the issue. Given the importance of carbon-
related regulation in many sectors, this suggests that risk 
analyses and risk-related pricing might not reflect the true 
exposure to climate related risks. As a result, some banks 

ESCO
End 

customer

Bank

Energy services business model ESCO solution domain

Energy-efficiency audit
Financing

Energy 
consulting

System 
design

Imple-
mentation

Operation

Supporting energy infrastructure design
Equipment type and brand selection

Project management
Solution integration
Site construction and equipment 
installation

Energy consumption monitoring
Maintenance
Rate analysis and risk management
Billing administration

Activities

Customers typically achieve 30%–40% of energy 
saving through ESCO turnkey project
Average payback period in the U.S. market is 10–15 
years
In most cases, ESCO received fixed fee with energy-
saving guarantee; if saving falls short of the targets, 
ESCO pays back to end customer
Banks can work with ESCOs which typically arranges 
financing for end customer

Project fee

Energy-saving 
guarantee

Arrange
financing

Lending

1) Adopted broader definition that includes fixed-price contracts rather than strict definition, which only includes performance-based contracts
2) E.g., heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC), lighting, water equipment, building controls, electrical materials, co-generation, etc.

Source: Frost & Sullivan; Berkeley Lab; European Commission; expert interviews; U.S. ESCO meetings; Credit Suisse/WWF analysis.

Yearly payback with 
energy savings

Exhibit 8: Banks could work with technical advisors such as energy services companies (ESCOs)
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might under-price risks on high carbon projects providing 
capital at a ‘subsidized rate’ while potentially ‘overcharging’ the 
low carbon alternative, which might be lower risk than expected.

By systematically reviewing banks’ approach to pricing of cli-
mate related risk, risk could be better assessed – both for low 
and high carbon projects. Risks of both direct and indirect 
carbon cost would need to be quantified under different regu-
latory/carbon pricing/climate scenarios. More specifically, 
research would need to be completed to:

 Ƒ Map the potential regulatory changes
 Ƒ Assess the impact of regulatory changes on companies  

in the relevant sectors (assessing implications for competi-
tive dynamics, e.g., by assessing impact on industry cost 
curve)

 Ƒ Translate the company level analysis into banks’ lending  
and investment portfolios to determine how both could be 
affected by changes in company cash flows and valuations

 Ƒ Establish a metric like ‘value at risk’ from carbon regulation 
as a standard metric for risk assessments

 Ƒ Expand research to include secondary effects where appro-
priate such as the risk of disruptions in industries as a result 
of technological change.

To do this, banks would need to build a deep understanding  
of the technological, regulatory and climate risks for which they 
are likely to need to collaborate with third parties such as uni-
versities, think tanks, NGOs, insurance companies and corpo-
rates. Banks would also need to aim at a closer integration  
of cross industry/functional expertise within the bank given  
the interdependencies of the impact of climate change across 
sectors.  

Reviewing approach to reputation risk

The issue of climate change may cause changes in public 
opinion, creating the perception that some industries are harm-
ful to society because of their high emissions. In the event that 
different companies or industries become scrutinized by the 
public, this would expose banks to reputational risks should 
they continue to do business with these companies. 

In the past, banks have individually or collectively imposed 
constraints on how they provide financing to activities that are 
considered a reputation risk/harmful to society. For example, 
this has been done by: 

~20% with potential 
gain from CC, low 

value at risk

~20% with potentially 
significant impact on 

individual players

~50% of the 
economy with 
limited impact

~10% at highest 
risk

Exhibit 9: A sizeable share of the economy could be affected by climate change – impact depends 

on extent of certain actions by sectors
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Discretionary

Information
Technology
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Utilities

Materials

Industrials 11

Energy 111) Demand down – high 
risk, low value creation

2) Transformation –
company value at risk 
high but also high value 
creation potential

3) Demand up – company 
value at risk low but 
high value creation 
potential

4) Volatility – company 
value at risk low and 
low value creation 
potential

Indicative impact by 
sector

Carbon intensity 
by sector
Mt CO2e/USD m

MSCI world sector
weightings
Percent 

6

33

34

81

99

37

2,171

1,197

155

330

Source: Carbon Trust; MSCI; CDP 2009; Credit Suisse/WWF analysis. Analysis assumes global impact through carbon price/impact fr om climate change.



 Ƒ Introducing the Equator Principles, a voluntary set of standards 
for determining, assessing and managing social and environ-
mental risk in international project finance. Other examples 
include the Climate Principles or the Carbon Principles. 

 Ƒ Ceasing the financing of climate-negative activities such  
as the deforestation of primary tropical moist forests  
and mountain top coal mining (as done by Credit Suisse, 
among others).

Going forward, banks should establish a process to system-
atically and regularly evaluate areas that are potentially consid-
ered a reputational risk (‘blacklisted’ by public opinion). This 
could be done either individually for each bank or in a coordi-
nated approach for the industry. 

There are two options to respond to reputational risks:  
1) Cease financing of specific activities or industry segments 
with the highest carbon impact, or 2) set minimum standards 
and encourage best practice among beneficiaries of financial 
services. Given the scale and importance of many high carbon 
industries, the question as to whether it should be the role of 
banks in society to decide on which industries should receive 
financing has political ramifications, making option 1 an 
unlikely way forward. Standards on the other hand would be a 
more gradual approach and would encourage improved con-
duct in key industries. Examples of standards could include 
maximum emission levels for power generators or commit-
ments to reduce portfolio emissions over time by a certain 
percentage21. Of course, setting standards would be much 
more effective if done by banks collectively rather than indi-
vidually (similar to the Equator Principles). Via a collective 
effort to apply standards, banks could help to reduce emis-
sions in critical industries while simultaneously restricting the 
access to financing and increasing the cost of capital for play-
ers that do not meet these minimum standards. 

To implement these changes, banks would need to monitor 
developments in public opinion and the underlying science 
closely; setting standards would require an industry-wide initia-
tive with the most critical players involved.

Being a positive force for change  
in the public and regulatory debate

A third way that banks could support decarbonization in line 
with their self-interest would be to act as a positive force  
for change in the public and regulatory debate. Governments 
play a significant role in mobilizing capital for low carbon invest-
ment through regulation and direct investment. However, many 
regulatory mechanisms, e.g., the carbon markets or a number 
of the renewables support mechanisms, are not delivered  
in line with government’s ambitions. Regulatory uncertainty  
is a particular problem for investments in long life assets like 
the power sector.

Banks could work more proactively with and seek to influence 
governments along three dimensions: offering technical advice, 
helping to set up and manage financing systems, and helping 
governments to set up new securitization mechanisms.

 Ƒ Supporting government with technical advice: Banks 
could help governments to drive effective regulation whe-
ther linked to issues like carbon markets or to support 
mechanisms like feed-in tariffs or energy efficiency regula-
tion. More broadly, banks could help governments with 
issues like electricity market reform. Banks have deep 
understanding of what makes a project financeable, how 
different regulatory approaches impact risk assessments by 
the private sector (and therefore cost of capital) and how 
any financial market intervention could impact the flow of 
capital, for example from institutional investors. Banks also 
have an interest in creating a stable, long term regulatory 
framework to ensure that they are able to assess regulatory 
risks in their lending decisions and to enable investment 
flows in the relevant sectors.  

 Ƒ Helping to set up and manage financing mechanisms, 
e.g., new climate funds: Many national governments and 
international institutions are setting up new financing 
mechanisms related to climate change. The international 
community has committed to USD 100 billion of financing 
for developing countries by 2020 and is currently debating 
the right set up for a climate fund. At the same time, natio-
nal governments are setting up domestic mechanisms, e.g., 
the South Africa Renewables Initiative, or international 
mechanisms, e.g., the Global Climate Partnership Fund set 
up by the German government, KfW and Deutsche Bank  
or the Green Investment Bank in the UK. 

 Ƒ Helping governments set up new securitization 
mechanisms (possibly with a government guarantee) 
to increase the flow of capital to low carbon sectors: Many 
governments are looking at new ways to finance low carbon 
investments. As outlined above, securitization could  
be a major lever to increase capital flows into the sector but 
some government intervention (for example through selec-
ted guarantees) might be required to set up the market.  
Of course, it would be important to ensure transparency  
of new mechanisms, regulate counterparties effectively,  
and to develop safeguards against 1) governments being 
saddled with a set of bad assets or 2) inadvertently sup-
porting the build up of asset price bubbles if support is not 
reduced once market failures have been addressed.

Efforts do not need to be limited to governments – banks could 
also aim at developing similar relationships with industry bodies 
to shape standards or codes of conducts, e.g., on offshore 
wind building standards. 

Banks would need to build close working relationships with the 
relevant government departments and gain a deeper under-
standing of the technical and environmental aspects of key 
sectors.

18/20

21 The effective implementation of such standards would imply internal organi-
zational changes in banks (e.g., increased management attention or different 
incentives for employees).
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Climate change will have a profound but highly uncertain impact 
on the economy. Banks will need to assess possible actions in 
light of this uncertainty while trading off short-term priorities. 
One way to think about this is to pursue actions that are ‘no 
regret’ moves while assessing longer term plays in light of their 
strategic priorities (see Exhibit 10).

No regret moves

No-regret moves include improving current risk assessment 
and managing reputational risk more effectively. On the oppor-
tunity side, mobilizing new capital through increased placement 
of capital received from institutional investors can also  
be a win-win situation as it would help to reduce banks’ bal-
ance sheet exposure while generating fee income. Similarly, 
capturing energy efficiency opportunities in banks’ investment 
portfolio would be a no regret move. Working more closely with 
governments to create a more stable investment environment  
and hence an improved business flow for banks could also  
be an easy win.

Moving to action

Key next steps would include:

 Ƒ Improving current risk assessment: Set up a coordinated 
effort within the bank involving the bank’s research and 
relevant sector teams to map the sectors most at risk from 
changes in climate regulation (or related technology chan-
ges); identify scenarios for the potential regulatory outco-
mes; model the impact on the relevant sectors (using 
industry cost curves); assess the implications for banks’ 
lending and investment portfolios and build the changes into 
the ongoing risk assessment process in the bank.

 
 Ƒ Managing reputational risk: First, assess whether processes 

to manage reputational risks from climate change are esta-
blished, and second, ensure that the facts about potentially 
risky sectors are well understood and monitor the develop-
ment on public opinion. Banks could also begin to explore 
common standards to manage reputational risks proactively 
as an industry. 

Exhibit 10: Possible next steps for banks

No regret moves

Longer term 
actions

Action area

Improving understanding and 
management of climate related risks

Managing reputational risk

Placing capital with institutional 
investments

Working more closely with governments

Rationale

Required investment in research and 
coordination is likely to be small relative 
to potential upside for 
lending/investment portfolio

Managing reputational risk would come 
at little cost but is critical for protecting 
the bank’s brand

Increases capacity for flow business 
and addresses balance sheet 
challenges in light of Basel III

Creates limited cost for bank while 
creating opportunity for shaping policy 
landscape and putting bank in strong 
position to capture new 
opportunities/manage risks

Securitisation
Building new distribution models
New risk products 

Would require investment from side 
of bank at time when markets are still 
less developed and upside is unknown
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 Ƒ Mobilizing new capital (placement with institutional inves-
tors): Banks would need to test with their institutional clients 
whether appetite exists for increasing investment in low 
carbon sectors. They would then need to source attractive 
deals and structure them in a way that makes them inves-
table for institutional investors. Some banks are already 
exploring new business models in this area.

 Ƒ Capturing energy efficiency in banks’ real estate investment 
portfolio: Banks should start by building a fact base  
on energy consumption and energy efficiency opportunity  
in their real estate portfolio. A quick win could be to bench-
mark different assets in this portfolio against each other  
and to identify the cheapest energy efficiency measures.

 Ƒ Working more closely with government: This would involve 
(a) offering governments some technical advice on how  
to mobilize private investment in low carbon sectors and 
how to shape policy accordingly, and (b) helping to set up 
and manage targeted financing mechanisms related to cli-
mate change. Banks would first need to identify the priority 
topics and countries where they would want to engage more 
actively and to then build the relevant relationships with 
government as well as conducting research to develop  
a proprietary view point on the relevant issues.

Longer term actions to explore

Other areas might require further assessment of the business 
opportunities before making significant investments. These 
could include: mobilizing new capital for low carbon sectors 
through securitization or building new distribution models and 
new risk products. As banks have been burnt on longer term 
bets before, e.g., on carbon trading, these opportunities will 
need to be assessed against the potential size, the investment 
required and the potential ability to catch up with competitors 
in these business opportunities at a later point in time.

Key next steps would include:

 Ƒ Securitization: Analyze low carbon markets to identify where 
the largest financing opportunities exist and put in place 
teams of product specialists, coverage teams for institutio-
nal investors, and industry experts to develop securitization 
solutions, possibly also working with relevant government 
agencies or multilateral development banks

 Ƒ New business models: Identify potential technical partners 
and jointly assess where the largest market opportunities 
exist, then develop jointly the relevant solutions for the mar-
kets, e.g., a solution aimed at the industrial or commercial 
real estate energy efficiency market where the bank could 
provide a standardized financing solution complemented  
by the technical advice and implementation services  
of an energy efficiency-focused player 

 Ƒ New risk products: For new risk products, work would need 
to be completed to assess where the largest demand for 
new risk products exists before teams of the relevant 
experts within the banks could begin to assess what poten-
tial products would look like and what the business case for 
the products would be.  

Before deciding on more tactical moves which could include 
the actions outlined above, each bank should define an indi-
vidual strategy with regard to decarbonization, as appropriate 
to its specific business model. Clearly, opportunities and risks 
will not be the same for all banks. In general, banks with a long 
term corporate and project finance book will likely be more 
impacted than banks focusing on retail or investment banking.  
A starting point should be a comprehensive assessment  
of risks and opportunities taking into account the bank’s busi-
ness model and its appetite to play a leadership role in this 
area.

Banks are important players in the world economy and have  
a responsibility to contribute to the decarbonization of the 
economy, which is also in their self interest. By capturing new 
business opportunities, managing risk more effectively and 
working with governments to ensure that the enabling environ-
ment is as business and investor friendly as possible, banks 
can support decarbonization. 


